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Product Data Sheet 
 
      

 
 

HAYMES ARTISAN COLLECTION  
Surface 
Product Code: ACS 

 

Product description 

Haymes Artisan Collection Surface is a textural diverse finish that transforms spaces through various applications, offering 
subtle qualities and giving walls a contemporary yet timeless feel, adding a sense of dimension and beauty to any space. 
 
Bloom Application 
A soft fluid finish, that almost glides onto the wall. The characteristics of the product highlight subtleties of light and dark which 
are emphasised in the marks made in the application process, adding to the organic blooming of the finish giving it the most 
natural looking quality of the Surface range of methods.  Suitable for many applications both internally and externally. 
 
Gravity Application 
A finish created through the use of a lineal application technique, adds a beautiful quality which has a soft vertical effect 
appearing almost velvety in finish, enhanced by the two tone effect of the product creating a sense of depth and lushness to 
interior and exterior spaces. 
 
Industrial Application 
An industrial finish which in some colours can be almost concrete in appearance. This tactile and material looking finish defines 
and highlights architectural features by adding a sensibility representing mass or materiality; that is other than the underlying 
structure. A great treatment for many interior wall finishes like brick, plasterboard and even woods that need to be disguised, 
giving them a structural look and feel to spaces. 
 
Brushed Application 
This technique shows the soft highlights and low lights of this finish contributing to its irregular and mottled textural qualities, 
giving the effect of dappled sunlight hitting areas of the surface.  Great for any area of the home internally or externally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where to use 

 
Interior and exterior broad wall areas including living and dining rooms, bedrooms and feature walls. 
 

 

Key Features; 

 Bespoke Texture 

 Handcrafted finish 

 Premium quality 

 Interior & Exterior 
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Typical properties 

Gloss Matt 

Application tools  

Bloom Microfibre applicator, large plastic trowel, roller tray  

Brushed 100mm bristle brush and pot 

Industrial Microfibre applicator, roller tray, flat hand sander & medium (180 grit) sandpaper 

Gravity  Microfibre applicator, 100mm bristle brush, roller tray 

Clean-up Water 

Dry time Touch dry 1 hour 

Recoat 4 hours (if applicable)   

Coverage Up to 12m² per litre, depending on the application technique and substrate.   

Colour Surface Tint Base 

Sizes 500 ml, 2 L, 4 L, 10 L 

VOC 10 g / L 

Volume solids 40% 

Film build Wet 83 µm  

Dry 34µm 

 

Surface preparation 

General surface preparation  

 

1. Fill cracks, nail holes and imperfections with Haymes Unifill. 
2. Scrape all loose/ flaking paint. Sand smooth and dust down. 
3. All surfaces must be clean, bare, dry and free of wax, grease and other contaminants.  
4. Prime bare plaster, timber and metal areas with appropriate Haymes undercoats or 

primers.  
5. When using the Bloom and Industrial techniques the substrate must be straight and 

smooth. 
6. Apply one coat of Artisan Collection Base Coat in the recommended colour to match 

your selected topcoat. For best results, a solid coverage is required which may result 
in a second coat being required. 
 

Previously painted surfaces  

 

1. Prepare all surfaces as per General Surface Preparation. 
2. Sand gloss surfaces to a dull finish. Remove all dust.  

New plasterboard  

 

1. Prepare any damaged areas as for General Surface Preparation. 
2. Apply one coat of Haymes Ultraseal. 

Masonry, brick, concrete, render  

 

1. New concrete and cement render must be cured for at least 28 days prior to painting.  
2. Wash with a high-pressure water washer. 
3. Prepare any damaged areas as per General Surface Preparation. 
 

Pre-Cast Concrete  
 

1. Mould release agents must be fully removed prior to painting. 
2. Clean the surface using Haymes Unikleen solution. 
3. Rinse using a hot pressure wash. 
4. Check the surface in several areas for water beading. If water beads cleaning must be 

repeated until no water beading occurs. 
5. Prepare any damaged areas as per General Surface Preparation. 
6. Prime and seal with Haymes Rendertex Masonry Sealer. 
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Directions for use 

Do NOT apply if ambient temperature is less than 10°C or greater than 35°C, or if conditions will drop below 10ºC during the 
drying period. All times quoted assume ambient conditions of 25ºC and 50% relative humidity. At cooler temperature or higher 
humidity drying times will be extended.  
 
1. Mask up all edges with Haymes 14 Day Tape to allow the application tools to press into the edges and corners without 

affecting the adjoining ceiling, walls, or trim.  
2. Stir thoroughly before and during application using a broad flat stirrer 
3. Prior to commencing application to your project, practice your application technique on an off-cut or large piece of board. 
4. Apply one coat of Surface over solid Base Coat. 
5. Work efficiently to maintain a wet edge. 
6. A coat of Artisan Collection Natural Clear Matte can be applied over Surface for defined look and protection.  
 
Please check the colour for accuracy prior to application. Haymes Paint accepts no responsibility for the application of 
incorrect colours.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The finished result of decorative finishes will vary dependent upon the applicator and the application 
technique used. Haymes Paint recommends a sample application be conducted prior to undertaking your project to ensure 
consistency of finish. This is due to the variance that may be experienced between the Haymes finished sample and that 
achieved by the applicator. We recommend viewing our instructional videos located at 
www.haymespaint.com.au/artisancollection 
 

 

Application  

Bloom Application Method 
1. Sand Base Coat lightly to allow free-flowing trowel movements. 
2. Apply with a microfibre applicator and a large plastic trowel. 
3. Commencing in the top corner of the wall apply with the microfiber applicator in an 

area of approximately 1m2 at a time. 
4. Then using the trowel at a 45° angle make an overlapping pattern 
5. Continue to work in small areas at a time until you reach the bottom corner. 

Brushed Application Method 
1. Apply using a large 100mm bristle brush. 
2. Commencing in the top corner of the wall apply with a sweeping crisscross technique, 

maintaining a wet edge. 

Industrial Application Method 
1. Apply with a microfibre applicator. 
2. Commencing in the top corner of the wall apply in an area of approximately 1m2 and 

build on the wet edge. Apply with short sharp movements being careful not to 
overload. 

3. Leave to dry for a minimum of 4 hours then using a flat hand sander with 180 grit 
sandpaper, sand the entire surface thoroughly to highlight the contrast within the 
finish. 

4. Wipe the entire surface with a damp cloth to remove dust. 

Gravity Application Method  
1. Apply with a microfibre applicator or 100mm bristle brush. 
2. Load the microfibre applicator with paint from a tray. 
3. Holding the microfibre applicator at a slight angle off the wall, commence from the 

bottom corner and apply in straight strokes, covering over the top edges and working 
upwards randomly. 

4. Continue working from the bottom to the top moving across the wall blending the 
finish, maintaining a wet edge at all times. 

 

Thinning  

Thinning is not recommended. Clean all equipment with water immediately after use.  

 

http://www.haymespaint.com.au/artisancollection
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Care and maintenance  

Protect the surface from water and other liquids for 24 hours after application. Avoid abrasive contact for at least 7 days after 
application, the surface can be cleaned by gently wiping with a mild detergent solution and a soft cloth. 

 

Due to the finish exuding a textured finish we recommend the appropriate care is taken with items such as furniture and clothes 
that may come in contact with the finish. The textured nature of the finish may cause scratching to furniture and grabbing of 
clothes if contact is made. 

 

Storage 

Protect from extremes of temperature. Store between 5°C and 30°C.  

 

Safety and First Aid 

 Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with skin and eyes and inhalation of vapours. Wear suitable, protective clothing, 
eye protection and impervious gloves when mixing and using. Handling and usage of this product must be carried under well-
ventilated conditions that prevent inhalation of vapours. If swallowed DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. Drink plenty of water and 
seek immediate medical advice. Contact a Doctor or Poisons Information Centre (Phone 131 126). If skin contact occurs, 
remove contaminated clothing and wash skin thoroughly with soap and water. In case of eye contact, hold eyes open and flush 
with running water for at least 15 minutes and seek medical advice. Consult a doctor if symptoms persist. 

 

Protect our environment  

DO NOT pour any leftover product down the drain. Retain in a marked sealed container for future use or disposal via special 
chemical waste collection programs such as Paintback®. Check on the Paintback® website www.paintback.com.au for details of 
the closest depot. Dried empty containers can be recycled and should be disposed of via recycling facilities. 

 

Manufacturer’s comment  

This product has been designed as part of a totally integrated application system. Use with any other manufacturer’s product(s) 
or failing to follow application instructions, could result in detrimental effects on product performance, for which Henry Haymes 
Pty. Ltd. cannot be held responsible. Further information is available in the form of Safety Data and Product Information Sheets 
from Haymes Paint www.haymespaint.com.au. We are continually updating materials and methods, so please ensure you have 
the latest information. 

 

Disclaimer 

The information provided is correct at the time of preparation; however, it is the responsibility of those using this information to 
check that it is current prior to specifying, recommending or using product contained in this information. Because use conditions 
and applicable laws may differ from one location to another and may change with time, those using this information are 
responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for their use and for ensuring 
that workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other government enactments. Haymes Paint 
assumes no obligation or liability for the information in this document. No express warranties are given except for any applicable 
written warranties specifically provided by Haymes Paint. All implied warranties including those of merchantability and fitness for 
a particular purpose are expressly excluded. 

 
Henry Haymes Pty Ltd 
A.B.N. 14 004 201 638 
Waringa Drive 
Wendouree Industrial Estate 
Ballarat Vic 3350 
Free call 1800 033 431 
Free fax 1800 801 892 
www.haymespaint.com.au 
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